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Beck Center for the Arts brings Vietnam-era “Dogfight” to the Studio Theater now through March 15,

2015. This production is in collaboration with Baldwin-Wallace University Music Theatre program.
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Based on the Warner Bros. Film and Screenplay by Bob Comfort, the show tells a tale familiar through

all of literature, television and film: a group of guys bets a buddy to dupe a girl into thinking he likes

her, he woos her and she falls for it, she finds out it was a game and is heartbroken, and the guy

realizes he’s a jerk and that he really likes her.

Put this story into November 1963 as a group of marines is having their last night in the United States

of America. They’re off to Vietnam and are out for one last wild night together. Their version of the

age-old story is called a “dogfight”, where whoever brings the ugliest girl to the final party wins a big

pot of money. Let the testosterone and bravado abound! Charming.

The talented Baldwin-Wallace cast works on a multi-leveled set. Director Victoria Bussert has her

well-tuned ensemble placed smartly in the small space, although it feels cramped at times for the

scope of the show.

The actors are one their game, with Colton Ryan as Eddie Birdlace and Keri René Fuller as Rose

Fenny. Ryan does a wonderful job wrestling with his tough-guy marine persona as Fuller’s Rose digs

in and exposes his heart and soul.

All performers are excellent vocalists with miles of energy to spare. The music is good, although there

aren’t any chart-busters present in the song line up. Heart-tuggers to note include Rose’s “Give Way”

and “Pretty Funny”.

On a random note, the character of Rose is supposed to be ugly, and Fuller is a pretty actress – it’s

uncertain what could have been done to “ugly” her up more, but she never physically comes across

as someone who is a marine “dogfight” candidate.

Kudos go to actor Jamie Koeth for providing levity to the sometimes-serious show. Koeth is a myriad

of characters in the production, and his wedding-singer-like DJ and unamused waiter are just a few of

the cameos that bring a texture of fun into many scenes.

Although this is a solid production, there is something strange about the flow that possibly comes

from the writing. It’s as if there’s a piece or a layer missing from the musical itself, but it’s hard to put a
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finger on what that piece is.

The costumes are of the era, the lights and sound keep us in the moment, the choreography is

reminiscent of other B-W pieces featuring lots of stomping, and the direction is interesting for the

small space.

“Dogfight” features musical direction by David Pepin, choreography by Gregory Daniels, with music

and lyrics by Benj Pasek and Justin Paul, and book by Peter Duchan. Other credits include Scenic

Design by Laura Carlson Tarantowski, Lighting Design by Colleen Albrecht, Costume, Hair & Makeup

Design by Esther M. Haberlen and Sound Design by Richard B. Ingraham.

Tickets can be purchased by visiting beckcenter.org or by calling Customer Service at 216.521.2540

x10. "Dogfight" runs through March 15, 2015. Beck Center for the Arts is located at 17801 Detroit

Avenue in Lakewood, Ohio.
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